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In the realm of the Nutcracker king
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Peter Wright talks to Ismene Brown about the two very different productions of 
Tchaikovsky’s best-loved ballet he is putting on this Christmas

AT this time of year people who love ballet divide into two tribes: those who are too sophisticated for The Nutcracker 
and those who will never be too sophisticated for The Nutcracker. The former will say that The Nutcracker is a children’s 
ballet. For the latter, Christmas would not be Christmas without hearing probably the most familiar and adored of 
Tchaikovsky’s music.

One man has the means to both persuade the doubters and satiate the faithful - Sir Peter Wright, the creator of 
two great productions of The Nutcracker that this Christmas will be vying to brand the ballet’s magical mystery trip on the 
public’s imagination. The Royal Ballet and Birmingham Royal Ballet each have a Wright Nutcracker, and different as they 
are I think it would be difficult to emerge from either of them still believing that The Nutcracker is some overblown piece 
of artistic tinsel. 

The Royal’s is a magnificent Germanic version that looks dipped in spun sugar, and tells us about a grieving old 
man’s search to find a lost boy. Birmingham’s is a luscious Victorian-English one full of deceiving stage wizardry, and tells 
us about a young girl’s dream of growing up and discovering love.

How can such different tales emerge from one ballet? Because, paradoxically, of the early failure of The Nutcracker 
in St Petersburg on its premiere on December 6 1892. 

“Out of the five classics - Swan Lake, Sleeping Beauty, Giselle, Nutcracker and Coppelia - Nutcracker is the only one which 
never had a satisfactory story. The original scenario was constructed like two separate ballets, almost, with hardly any 
link,” explains Sir Peter. A fit-looking, handsome 74, he is one of dance’s most distinguished people, former director of 
Birmingham Royal Ballet and, some think, the best director the Royal Ballet never had.

He is also acknowledged worldwide as a master of staging classical productions. He has done two dozen, known 
for dramatic freshness while keeping all the classical dignity. His two Nutcrackers, for the Royal Ballet in 1984 and 
Birmingham in 1990 - both set right the flaws of the first performance.

ALTHOUGH it’s hard to imagine when one hears the scintillating, shimmering music of Nutcracker, Tchaikovsky had a 
miserable time composing it. Fresh from the tremendous stimulation of The Sleeping Beauty, he now had a scenario that 
inspired him not at all, broken in half. 

In the first act, Clara was given a Nutcracker doll, whom she helped to win a great battle with King Rat - and who 
then turned into a prince. In the second Clara was shown the Kingdom of Sweets as a reward, and a splendid pageant of 
dance led by the Sugar Plum Fairy. In fact, as the Tchaikovsky expert Roland Wiley pithily summed up, “The leading 
characters do virtually no dancing, and the leading dancers have virtually no place in the story.”

Apart from the plot’s defects, most of the original choreography by Lev Ivanov (of Swan Lake) was also lost before 
long, rewritten by others, apart from the grand pas de deux and notes on the Snowflakes scene. What kept it from 
oblivion was the music, of course, but also its theme of Christmas and the supernatural. This took hold of producers’ 
imaginations, particularly in Britain, where Nutcracker is considered as seasonal as plum pudding and turkey. (In Russia, 
oddly enough, Nutcracker was a year-round attraction.)

Many people have seized this elusive, fragile concoction of music and spectacle and tried to shake some meaning 
into it. They have leapt upon the original story, Nutcracker and Mouse King by the strange German storywriter E T A 
Hoffmann. They have gone for Freudian psychology, or childish sweeties overload - or, in two irreverent modern 
versions by Matthew Bourne and Mark Morris, sex. The finest choreographic version is Balanchine’s in New York, but 
one wonders what might have been had Frederick Ashton expanded his beauteous shorthand version Casse-Noisette of 
1951 into the full article. 

The main question, though, is whether to centre the ballet on Clara or on the mysterious Dr Drosselmeyer. 
Should Clara dream up the delights or should the magician? Is Clara 10 and interested in toys or 16 and interested in 
boys? These crucial decisions make very different demands in choreography, visual design and storytelling.

When preparing the Covent Garden production Sir Peter Wright was decisively influenced by Hoffmann’s 
delineation of Drosselmeyer, whose nephew has been turned into the Nutcracker by King Rat’s evil magic. 

“Drosselmeyer’s a lonesome man carrying around this terrible sadness. In the original story he is old and 
unattractive, and has a patch on his eye - and children are frightened of him. It saddens me.”

Wright makes us care about Dr Drosselmeyer from the first. He goes to young Clara’s Christmas party 



determined that she is the girl to break the spell on his nephew. When she does, he gratefully sends her and the lad to 
the fantastical Sugar Garden, on a prize blind date.

When reviving the London production this time round, Wright made a deft tweak to the ending, true to the spirit 
if not the letter of Hoffmann, Wright ends the ballet in the real world - Clara catches the eye of a boy outside her house 
who looks strangely like the nephew in her fantasy...

It is one of several enlivening updates in a production that had got a bit staid 16 years after its creation. In 1984 
Wright had aimed originally at fidelity to both Hoffmann and Ivanov - using the surviving remnants of dance as the basis 
for his beautiful Snowflakes scene. The designs by Julia Trevelyan Oman are, rightly, solidly majestic for Clara’s home in 
Act 1, and glitter with icing sharpness in Act 2’s Sugar Garden. However, the Birmingham experience had shown him 
what needed tightening up in London.

“I wanted to keep the interest of children - I’ve always felt that Act 2 can be pretty hard going for them, because 
they tire easily when just watching dancing,” says Sir Peter engagingly. “In the past that when children came to this 
production, I have known them to tell me, ‘A bit long, the second half.’ This time three of my five grandchildren have 
seen it and they absolutely adore the second act as much as the first.”

The London version is now a denser, more reflective reading than the Birmingham production. Yet for magic, as 
well as for sheer fluency, the Midlands one is finer. BRB’s Drosselmeyer does impressive conjuring tricks, and nowhere 
else in the world can there be a more wizard transformation scene, when the Christmas tree in Clara’s house begins to 
grow and the entire theatre seems to shrink. It is a coup de théâtre that you will never forget.

“What my designer, John Macfarlane, did for Birmingham is the most wonderful thing,” says Wright. “I mean, I love 
the tree at Covent Garden, but the story does say that the branches almost come in through the doors and windows, 
and it’s what John succeeded in doing, with the most immensely careful timing. The stage fills up with branches and 
candles, and then it climaxes when the whole wall turns round with the huge fireplace in it. It is just brilliant.”
 Wright created the Birmingham production during his 18-year directorship of the company, to celebrate BRB’s 
move from London in 1990. It has a younger, more freely romantic quality than the earlier, and he feels it has a better 
“impetus” too. 

“The accent is more on Clara’s awakening to love, you might say. I’ve got no deep psychological thoughts about it - 
I just wanted to make a simple, clear story about a young girl who’s affected by what happens at her party, and the magic 
that’s afoot. It’s her dream, not Drosselmeyer’s fantasy, unlike London.”

So - a child’s dream of sweets, or a teenager’s of love, or a lonely old man’s of seeing his nephew again, take your 
pick. It hardly makes sense, but The Nutcracker’s elusiveness is no barrier to its undying popular appeal. What is its 
magic?

“You’ve got the right word there - ‘magic’,” Wright agrees. “It’s not magic tricks, it’s the magic of the music, the 
magic of the fantasy, the magic of dance. Everything is touched by this glorious, wonderful score. Some of the music in 
Nutcracker is simply the best there is. It’s those moments that one thinks, my goodness, if people don’t believe that 
there’s some great wondrous creative force to be called God, here’s the evidence. What else could make someone 
write such music?”

 Birmingham Royal Ballet’s ‘Nutcracker’ opens Wednesday Dec 20 at the Lowry Centre, Salford (0161 876 2000). The Royal Ballet’s 
‘Nutcracker’ opens Friday, at the Royal Opera House, London WC2 (020 7304 4000) 


